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About This Content

Original soundtrack for The Greater Good. Produced by Sam Enright @EnrightBeats.

Contains 29 tracks in .mp3 format.

Track List:

01. The Grand Adventure

02. Night March

03. Red Glow

04. The Grotto

05. Old Smoke

06. Fight or Flight

07. Scary Cave

08. Now or Never
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09. Birth of a Hero

10. Downtown Hideout

11. Near Death

12. Prairie Dog

13. Frozen City

14. The Far North

15. Holy Place

16. Beacon Fest

17. Flatland

18. Midnight Feast

19. Voices of the Past

20. On the Run

21. City on Fire

22. Elemental Nugget

23. High Wind

24. Dank Jungle

25. Kennedy

26. Machine King

27. Fate of the World

28. Face to Face

29. Boom Boom Ba Choo
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Love this game, simply a HD version of Asteroids!. > 100% achievement: easy

fun gameplay with a couple sidequests.. The best way to describe this silly game would be that Super Mega Neo Pug, Minecraft,
and a regular infinite runner like "Temple Run" had a massive orgy and all of their DNA fused together to splurt out this baby --
and it's such a cute baby!

Like its predecessor, it's a fun time waster. There's no story, no plot, no massive goal -- just jump to stay alive. And jump really
is all that you do. Unlike SMNP where you held the button to fly up and released it to drop down, with TP3D you jump. That's
it.

The graphics are voxel-based like Minecraft but smooth as silk. If you have a rig that can support it, turning all of the graphics
to "epic" gives you an amazing draw distance and gorgeous day\/night effects.

My only "complaint" is that Turbo Pug 3D is actually NOT 3D-compatible. (EDIT: Yes, I am FULLY aware that that's not the
reason for "3D" in the title.) I was really hoping to see this in NVIDIA's stereoscopic 3D mode. My heart was set on seeing the
distance go w-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-y back into the screen, but - alas! - it doesn't work. Maybe they can work on that for a future update.

Anyway, if you need a fun, silly, and challenging time killer, this game should fit the bill -- for only two dollar bills.. BEST
rescue game ive ever played definitly buy it if you like rts and strategy
. Wow. Just Wow. The graphics of this game is amazing, If you have the right computer to play in Fantastic (Ultra) I haven't had
a jumpscare like this before. if you would call it a jumpscare (while i was scratching my eye) It's Got Puzzles but for me to say
it's just a brain teaser. One thing annoyed me was that when you tryed to shot the guy in the head. it goes threw him and not only
that but takes 4-5hits to kill
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=zdYs7r2_eW8
there's my first video, advise will be awsome veiwers!. This game is really, really cool. So cool that I want to be friends with the
devs. It starts with two girls going Trick or Treating on Halloween and wandering into what seems to be an abandoned house;
which you quickly learn is haunted when one of the two girls is dragged off into the shadows and the other girl (you) has to go
looking for her friend. The music & visuals are atmospheric & the gameplay is actually surprisingly eery and spooky.

I have hit a part where I need to find a doll head's body. I got a clue that it's somewhere in the hidden dungeon but am really
unsure where it is. I am guessing it is in the cell with the locked door (?) but haven't found a way to open the cell up, yet. I'm
sure I will figure it out after some back tracking and more exploring, though. That's the great thing about this, is that it's all
about exploring the environment and investigating objects & then figuring out how you can use the items you collect to advance
to the next area or provoke some sort of reaction from one of the ghastly ghouls or possessed dolls chilling around the haunted
house. You will be confused for maybe the first 5 to 15 minutes of gameplay before you get the hang for walking up to
EVERYTHING and hitting the ENTER key to see if you can do anything with whatever it is you want to observe.

Part RPG, part adventure game, part puzzle game, part point-and-click & just a satisfying experience & an engaging story that
makes me feel invested in the two protagonists and keeps me wondering where the story will lead next. The mysteriousness
grows with each new area you unlock to explore. I haven't completed the game yet but I will keep trying until I do. Great job!

SCORE: 10/10
VERDICT: Highly recommend this game; especially if you like to test your patience in problem solving situations & don't mind
slower paced out/ intrigue based gameplay.. Finally got the chance to play this game and I was not dissapointed with it. Also this
review might contain spoilers so beware.

 PROS:

+The price on the game is amazing. It is voice acted and also is not a short game depending on how you play it. I
wanted to get through the game without stopping.

+The art style is beautiful and the voice acting also beautiful.
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+The story telling is like a visual novel only side scrolling but reminds you of old way of Japanese story telling.

+Overall just a great way to see the story of eternal winter and  romance between humans and Snow maiden in a
utterly different way.

Okay now the  CONS:

-Several glichtes with the menu that I experienced during gameplay was, when I pressed the shift and movement key
that it decided to mess with the menu and freeze at time.

-The game shifts to the left when trying to make the window of the game big, and also pixliates.

. best part of the game
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Running back to the boss after dying is longer than the fight which frankly just ruins the game for me.. As you can see I've
played this game a lot. Unfortunately I'm not sure how one would win this game with over 300 hours played it remains a
mystery.

Joking aside Silo 2 is a very competent low poly modeler with fairly easy to use UV unwrap tools.

On the downside its clearly no longer updated or in development (although the company that owns it always denies this despite
years of no bug fixes or version changes) so if you do happen upon a bug you will have to learn to work around it.

Generally its cheap entry price and simple approach to low poly modelling is refreshing enough its worth picking up when on
sale for sure ; otherwise you might want to check out other options like Blender 3D while complex, with overtly complex UI it is
constantly being improved upon and free.

UPDATE : March 2017

Nevercenter has started updating this software adding some very long awaited features such as PSD support, smoothing groups,
watching your texture map for updates so you don't have to manually refresh it every time. FBX and Collada support.. Read my
review for Hakuoki: Kyoto Winds here.

Hakuoki: Edo Blossoms continues where Kyoto Winds left off and finally brings awaited romance into action along with
continuation of Shinsengumi's story.

Unlike Kyoto Winds, Edo Blossoms presents you with the ability to pick any character's route to play through right away,
instead of getting into a random route depending on what choices you've made throughout the story. Choices you make still
matter though! In this part there's not only the romance level, but also a corruption level for Fury love interests, so that makes
things a bit different in comparison to the first part of the game. Just like the first part it comes with many different endings, so
there's plenty to read through. Characters also become even more interesting in this part. The story is an emotional rollercoaster,
so expect to be giggling or crying plenty of times throughout the game.

So far this is the best otome game I've played; it's really enjoyable both for the story and for the romance it has to offer. So, just
like in my first review, I highly recommend picking up both titles for the full experience.. For once, I enjoyed losing.. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. very ragey

. I wouldn't recommend this game at full price. I picked it up for less than $4, and it is totally worth it. You can easily get in 20
hours of enjoyable gameplay solo. The skill master rapidly drains your money if you don't plan out your characters, but I just
started new if I didn't like a character by level 15. If you have a lan connection for multiplayer, then I'd say you will triple your
game time. The controls can be difficult to work with, but targeting is simple, and hotkeys will allow you to organize what is
important to your character. It also has some minor glitches with movement and occassionally leveling. Typos are abundant, but
all in all it is an endearing little game.. Destiny but 2D. This game is fun but with some glaring isues like having to restart the
entire planet when dying.
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